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THE INDIAN COMPOSITES INDUSTRY

The Indian composites industry is back on faster growth mode after a few years of sluggish growth period. India continues to be one of the fastest growing economies in the Asia-Pacific region. The relatively stable Indian economy offers opportunities for international companies for making investments in Indian composites industry. The key growth drivers of the industry are Wind Energy, Infrastructure, Mass Transportation, Automobile, Building and Construction, Telecommunication sectors. Huge allocation of funds for Defence by Indian government creates enormous new growth opportunities for composites in Defence sector.

MAKE IN INDIA: MAKE FOR INDIA AND MAKE FOR THE WORLD

With the government of India’s initiative to encourage local manufacturing, there is tremendous opportunities exists for the international players to tap the business opportunities in composites sectors and there is a great scope for making successful business enterprises through joint venture with Indian companies. With increased focus on Carbon fibre and Carbon fibre based composite products which have huge scope in Indian Aerospace and Defence sectors, can be easily explored by companies having expertise in the area of advanced composites technology. With the availability of young and skilled man power and large English speaking population, India can be a hub for composites manufacturing for meeting the local demand and for exporting to other countries from India. With significant spending planned for various sectors, the composite industry in India is expected to grow on a faster rate.

ICERP 2017 – A GATEWAY TO THE INDIAN COMPOSITES MARKET

EVENT: ICERP is an important event of the Indian composites industry organized by FRP Institute once in two years. It is the largest composites event in India and second largest in Asia. ICERP 2017 is the 8th in the series being organized by FRP Institute and the focus will be on upgradation of composites technology in India and to increase the market growth rate.
ICERP 2017 Exhibition: The event will be an ideal platform for Indian companies to showcase their capabilities to global composites fraternity and it gives an opportunity for international players to explore new business opportunities in India. Exhibition will provide opportunities for visitors to source their requirement of composites raw materials, composites products, process machineries, accessories and specialty chemicals etc.

ICERP 2017 Conference: The conference will focus on the latest developments on composites and presentations will be given by the leading Indian and global composites experts. It will also provide update on composites in terms of raw materials, process developments, machinery, case studies etc.

ICERP 2017 Business meetings: There will be business meetings which will focus on technology tieups with global leaders for upgradation of technology and for business growth. It will also explore new business opportunities in the market sectors which are not tapped in India.

ICERP – JEC Innovation Award Programme: To promote and encourage innovations on composites carried out in India, FRP Institute in association with JEC Composites, France gives away ICERP-JEC Innovation award during the event. These awards are to encourage Indian Composites companies to create value to their customers and also to create international recognition.
ICERP 2017 Product Display: There will be a display of selected composites products and innovative products developed in India. This product showcase will give an opportunity for the end users to learn the latest developments in the composites products.

ICERP 2017 Process Demonstrations: There will be live demonstrations on composites processes and this will be an attractive feature for the visitors and delegates. This will give an opportunity for end users and young entrepreneurs to learn the latest developments on composites processes and to update their knowledge.

ICERP 2017 Technical Sales Presentations: This opportunity is created for the companies to promote their materials, products and applications etc. Companies can share their latest advancements and improvements that they have made on their products. This is basically a techno-commercial presentation.

Mumbai the venue for the event: Mumbai is known for interesting Historical places and Monuments such as Elephanta Caves, Kanheri Caves, Gate way of India just to mention a few. Mumbai has become famous for a variety of Indian and International cuisines at eateries that range from 5 star locations to small restaurants. Arrangements can be made for sightseeing tour packages for the participants through official travel agents.

About FRP Institute: FRP Institute is a non-profit professional society of the Indian Composites community founded in the year 1999. It has members from all over India and it works in close collaboration with the industries and institutions for upgrading the composites technology and to promote the growth of Indian composites Industry. FRP Institute organizes training programmes, workshops on composites. It has successfully organized seven ICERP events since 2002.